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zklesert :and-the tragedies enacted within
,it, and among these one of the most in,'literestingappeared in a magazine of wide
'circulation in September, 1891. This
article was a graphic account of the finding of the hulk of an old Spanish galleon
in the playa which at that time formed
the lowest part of the desert.
The story was reported .to have been
told to the writer of the article by a
prospector who, leaving the groups of
sprin s in the vicinity of what is now
the or0 Indian Reservation, attempted
l;h'8
to cross the IOO miles of waterless desert
1;i" that separates these springs from the old
i,i
Butterfield stage line far to the south
near the nIexican line. The narrator
states that while riding down the western
k
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edge of the basin his attention was a t tracted by a curious object within the
lowest part of the sink. He attcmpted
to ride to it, but when still some distance
away his horse broke through the salt
crust of the saline marsh and was so
injured that it had to be killed, The
rider then tried to approach the hulk on
foot, but the marsh was too treacherous
and he was not able to reach it. H e
states, however, that it was distinctly
visible; that it was clearly the hull of a
vessel of. antique type, with high prow
and stern and stumps of broken masts.
After his attempt he retraced his steps
to the western border of the desert and
continued his journey to the south on
foot, but long before getting to his objective point, Carrizo Station, the water
that he carried in his canteen was consumed and he was in danger of death.
He wandered on in delirium across the
sandy wastes and through the bad lands,
losing consciolmess and reviving again
and again, and was finally found barely
in time to save his life by the keeper of
the station. The tale is graphic and
picturesque enough to be its own excuse,
but it bears the earmarks of belonging
to the type with which the imaginative
and sardonic western plainsman is wont
to beguile the tenderfoot.
No later explorer has found a trace of
the old Spanish galleon, although many
have visited the Salton Sink, and before
its inundation by the Colorado Riv'er salt
mining was carried out on a commercial
scale within it for many years, so that
Furrherit was intimately known.
more, it must have been inherently impossible for any of the earlier Spanish
explorers who passed up the west coast
of North America and into the Gulf of
California to penetrate to the Salton
Sea, even had it existed at the time of
their explorations, because so nearly did
evaporation' balance inflow from the
Colorado that the stream connecting the
lake and the gulf must have been too
small for navigation and, if we may
judge from present grades, too swift for
ships of the old galleon t!.pe to make
headway against the current. Cut even
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iL.t11ereis no Spanish hulk in the
I! of the Salton Sink and no evi;hat a lake had existed there within
;a1 time, there can be no possidoubt of the existence of this
the latest of prehistoric periods.
F'deser't became known to white men
@I the activities of the early Span.igplorers,
.,.
who, pushing northward
Ii'Mexico into Arizona and Califinally established an overland
rnnnecting the Mexican missions
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the bottom of a vanished lake, whose
depth and extent, however, he was unable
to outline definitely because of the lack
of accurate maps. 1-111 later scientific
descriptions of the desert are based on
Blake's account and have done nothing
more than add detail to the general principles which he outlined more than half
a century ago. The work, though done
in the briefest time and under great
physical difficulties, has borne well the
tests of all later investigations.
The desert, although known and traversed when necessary, continued to be
shunned and dreadcd until as late a s
1873, when the Southcrn Pacific Railway
became a transcontinental line by connecting New Orleans with Los Angeles
along a route that crosses the southern
extension of the Sierra by San Gorgonio
Pass and follows the arid valley from
north to south between the pass and
Yuma. Since then access to this section
has been relatively safe and easy, but i t
has been so uninviting and so apparently
worthless that until about the beginn?ng
of the present century it contained no
permanent human inhabitants except a
few railroad and mine employees, who
regarded their assignment as worse than
exile.
Engineers, however, had long realized
that the silt-covered floor of the desert
required only the application of water
to become a most productive agricultural
area. The fact that it is a portion of the
original delta of the Colorado River,
across which that stream has meandered
many times during the past centuries,
means that the task of conducting Colorado River waters to it is a comparatively
simple engineering feat ; hence severat
attempts had been made to finance a plan
to build such a system as the present
Imperial Canal System before the SLICcessful organization of the California
Development Company. Following the
organization of this company construction was begun in 1900, and in 1901,in
the month of June, water was delivered
across the international boundary at Calexico and the first Imperial Valley lands
were irrigated.
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s, abandoned its normal course to
u l f of California and, following the
ial Canal nearly to the internaboundary, flowed again into the
depression as it had doubtless
t many periods i n prehistoric time.
9 we had the strange spectacle of a
hty river whollp abandoning the
qj- 80 n~ilesof its course and ceasing
!rly to discharge into the sea. During
,next two years repeated efforts were
to redivert the river from its course
itid to that toward the gulf; but these
‘c all unsuccessful until February,
en, after the expenditure of hunthousands of dollars, the stream
ly controlled and the menace to
valley removed; hut during the two
rs or more of inflow a great lake
rlg 500 square miles i n area had acd i n the bottom of the Salton
sion to a depth of nearly 80 feet,
ting 40 or 50 lniles of the main
ntinental line of the Southern
and forcing that road to rebuild
’ 1,rSn higher lines at great expense.*
, ,
With the control of the river regained
1
and the menace to property interests in
the valley thus removed, development,
I suspended for a long time, has been re1 sumed at a rate that promises to more
’ than make up for the delay.
“he principal elements in the history
of this extraordinary region may be
briefly summarized: First, in earlier prehistoric time it was an arm of the Gulf
of California; then, perhaps during the
Middle Ages of human chronology it had
become an interior lake, separated from
the gulf by the delta of the Colorado
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* For further description of this break of the
Colorado River see “The New Inland Sea,” by
A. P. Davis, in NAT. G ~ o c M
. A G., January, IW7.

River; after its separation the lake
eventually evaporated and its site became
the hottest and dryest as ell as one of
the lowest points in the United States.
It was in this condition when it first became known to civilized man.
By the practice of the art of irrigation
a part of it was later transformed f.rom
an absolute desert to a unique agricultural community, but as an incident in
this reclamation a lake has again been
created in the bottom of the depression,
and for a long and anxious period there
was serious danger that the inundation
might extend over practically all of the
lands that had been reclaimed. Fortunately this menace is passed and development again continues unimpeded by fear
that the erratic river will destroy what
in times past it has created.
The desert is interesting for other reasons than those due to its strange history.
Within it or about its borders are most
striking land forms of bizarre types.
East of I-Ioltville is a zone of sand dunes
rz miles wide and 50 miles long-a region unsurpassed i n aridity and in menace to the inexperienced traveler by the
worst of the Saharan or Tibetan deserts.
(See page 700.)
In the western edge of the Imperial
Valley, at the east base of the Peninsula
Range, are bad lands quite equal in picturesqueness and in uselessness to the
worst of the Dakota bad lands. (See
Page 696.)
The rare torrential storms of the region have caused the streams that drain
from the bordering mountains into the
desert to cut strikingly deep, narrow
canyons through the sandstones around
the desert margin. Some of these cleftlike gorges are scarcely wide enough at
the bottom for a man to pass, yet have
walls two hundred feet high or more.
Others are broader and deeper, but with
sheer sides that cannot be scaled e-xcept
where broken down at the junction of
some tributary arroyo. (See page 693.)
Among the most incongruous elements
in the desert physiognomy are two
groups of mttd volcanoes that seem
uncanny, so strangely out of place are

